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1. INTRODUCTION 

A maximum overlap method for two-PSU-per&atum designs is described in Ernst (1989, 
Sec. 3.1). ‘XEo procedure requires idcnticrl primary sampling unit (PSU) definitions in the initial 
and final dosigsu. ‘I%ia note outliner two modifiatiens to the Ernst procedure to account for 
different PSU definitions in the two designs. 

The first modifiiion is a procedure for establishing a one-to-one correspondence between the 
PSUs in the initial and final designs when PSU definitions arc different in the two designs. The 
maximum overlap algorithm includes an ordering procedure for PSUs and pairs of PSUs that 
requires setting up a one-to-one correspondence between the initial and final PSUs. This 
correspondence can include dummy PSUs (artificial PSUs that have a zero probability of 
selection). 

. 
The second modification is a change in the calculation of the cost matrix to account for the 
possibility of several initial PSUs intersecting with one final PSU. 

I 
This note was motivated by the planned overlap of the 1990’s Survey of Income and Program 
Participation (SIPP) sample PSUs with the 1980s SIPP sample PSUs, which will use the 
procedure of Ernst (1989) with these modifications. The procedure described first in Section 2 
and 3 is the one that was actually programmed, due to the fact that it required the fewest changes 
to the program that had previously been written to implement the procedure of Ernst without 
these modifications. At the end of these sections changes need to implement an alternative 
approach that would avoid the need for dummy PSUs are detailed. A program that did not use 
dummy PSUs would require less computer memory. 

2. CREATION OF A ONE-TO-ONE CORRESPONDENCE 

The procedure to create the one-to-one correspondence between final and initial PSUs is as 
follows: 

A. Sort all final PSUs in the design in descending order by final measure of size. (In 
practice for SIPP this is actually done separately in each region.) 

B. Match each final PSU to the initial PSU that makes up the largest portion (in final 
measure of size) of the given final PSU. If that initial PSU has already been 
matched, use the initial PSU that makes up the 2nd, 3rd, .-, etc. largest portion. 
Do not match to any initial PSU that has already been matched. 

C. Match remaining final PSUs to dummy initial PSUs. The initial stratum code 
assigned to the dummy initial PSUs rotates among the initial stratum codes. 

D. Match remaining initial PSUs to dummy final PSUs. The final stratum code 
assigned to the dummy final PSUs rotates among the final stratum codes. 
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Note that step B will match identical final and initial PSUs to each other. The assignment of 
stratum codes to dummy initial and dummy final PSUs is arbitrary and does not affect the final 
resulta. 

The ordering of the PSUa after cre&un of the one-to-one correspondence proceeds identically 
as described in Section 3.1 of the Ernst paper, excqt that ratios with 0 in the denominator 
(which can occur because of the dummy PSUs), are defined to be a very small positive constant, 
which ensures that pairs containing a dummy PSU appear at the end of each subordering within 
the main ordering. 

The alternative approach, mentioned in the Introduction, that would avoid the need for dummy 
PSUs would proceed to obtain an ordering of pairs by first performing steps A and B, described 
above, but would not match unmatched real PSUs with dummy PSUs as in steps C and D. If 

* n’ of the n final PSUs in a stratum are matched to an initial PSU it is only pairs of PSUs from 
these n’ PSUs that are ordered. The ordering is done precisely as in Ernst (1989) with n’ 
replacing n. This alternative approach together with corresponding changes in Section 3 would 

yield the identical overlap to the procedure actually implemented. 

An additional possible change in the approach in A-D above would be to match each final 
stratum independently, instead of matching all PSUs in the design simultaneously. This would 
allow PSUs in different final strata to be matched to the same initial PSU. This change would 
generally yield a different overlap than with the approach in A-D. In particular, with this change, 
a pair of final PSUs in different strata that are matched to the same initial PSU would generally 
have a higher probability of joint selection in the final sample when the initial PSU was in the 
initial sample. Such an overlap situation may or may not be considered desirable. In any case, 
this change was not considered because of the additional programming modifications involved. 

3. CALCULATION OF THE COST MATRIX 

The cost matrix to be computed in this section uses the following guidelines that were agreed 
upon for the SIPP overlap. A PSU A selected in the final sample is considered successfully 

overlapped with the initial sample if there exists an initial sample PSU B for which AnB ~0. 
(The concept of partial successes, discussed in Ernst (1986, Sec. 5) is not considered here. All 
nonempty intersections are considered a complete successes.) Furthermore if the pair of PSUs 
A,, 4 are selected in the final sample and each of these PSUs overlap with an initial sample 
PSU, then this is calculated as two successful overlaps even if A, and A2 overlap only with the 
same initial sample PSU. 

Notation not defined below is as defined in Ernst (1989, Sec. 3.1). . . 

Let S be the given final stratum. 

Let A,,...&, be the final PSUs in the given final stratum, including dummy final PSUs. 
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LctB r,...,B,,, be the initial PSUs in one-to-one correspondence with the final PSUs plus all other 
initial PSUs that have a noncmpty in&&ion with aornc final PSU in final stratum S. B,,...,B, 
are the initial PSUs in one-tonne correspondence with Al,...,%. 

B, ,..., B, are in initial strata I,..., r. 

Let Ti be {l,...,n} except for {f(l),...,f(k-1)) and {gk(l),~.g#-l)}~ 

Let I$ = fi: Bj fl A, l 0, j=l,..., m}, t=l,..., n. 

Let T;= Ti U (n+l,...,m}. 

Let &a = & n Fa fl {TG* - (f(k), g&))}, 6=1,..., r, t=l,..., n. 

Jhe f and g arrays define an ordering of pairs of final PSUs. 

A Pair {f(k)* &kw comes before another pair Mk’), g#)} if and only if either k<K ork=K 

and exe’. 

Fb, 6 =l,,..,r, consists of the PSUs in initial stratum 6 which intersect with PSUs in final stratum 
S. 

Now consider b, = W &I n (U 0 l 0 (Ii), W...,n, i-l ,..., (z)+n+l 

where I is the set of initial PSUs in the initial sample and Ii is the ith associated set of initial 
PSUS. 

Let 
pij = Pfij E I), i,j=l,... m, 

pi(T) = PO n Fa C ‘I’), T C {l,... ,m}, a=1 ,... ,r, 

&(q = P(i E I and I f7 Fa C T), T C (l,..., m), a-l ,..., r, i E Fol n T. 



Then if I, = 0, 

b,t = 0 if & n T’ - 0, T’ - {n+l,..., m} 

where 

with H;~ = I-J n 0: j E Fs n T’) 

I 

If Ii = (v}, v E { l,..., n}, v in initial stratum a, then 

bit = 0 if & fl TN= 0, 2’” =T’U (v}, 

= 1 ifvEq, 

= l- fi (l-bi,~ otherwise, 
6=l 

where 

= C & (T”)/& (T”)] - C [Phj /pb (T”)] if a& 
jeH2 h&f-$ 

h4 

with H’i6 = q n a: j E Fs n T’}. 

NOW consider Ii = {f(k), gk(0) with f(k) in initial stratum a, gk(@) in initial stratum p. 
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Then 
b, = 1 if f(k) E I-J or Sk(P) E H,, 

=Oifqn Td;* =0, 

= l- h (l-b,d otherwise, 
8=1 

where 
b it* = 0 if a=f3=6, 

Ratios with 0 in the denominator can occur, due to dummy PSUs, and are defined to be 0. 

Finally, let cij be the entry in the cost matrix corresponding to the initial associated set Ii and the 
final outcome S, Sj={S,t}, Wt, 

d 
S,t=l,..., n. Then Cij=b,+b,. The transportation problem to solve 

for the modifie procedure is the same as for the original procedure except for the cost matrix. 

If the alternative approach not requiring dummy PSUs, described in the next-to-last paragraph 
of Section 2, is used then this section would be modified as follows: 

Replace the fourth paragraph of this section by: Let A,,..., k, be the final PSU in the given final 
stratum, of which A,,...& ’ are matched to initial PSUs. 

Replace n by n’ in the fifth paragraph, in the definitions of T& Ti*, and T’, and in the range 

of v. 

Finally, for the alternative approach, the associated set Ii with a set of initial PSUs is defined 

slightly differently with n’ replacing n. Thus, if I includes at least two integers in {l,...,n’ } then 
Ii = {f(k), g,<e)}, where {f(k), gk(P)} is the first pair in the ordering for which {f(k), gk(e)} C 

I. If I includes exactly one integer, v, in {l,..., n’}, then Ii = {v}. If I n {l,..., n’} = 0, then 
Ii = 0. 
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